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We passed the middle of Panel 71, we continue to learn and experience the meaning of our great responsibility in regards to the 
willingness to serve through looking after the common welfare despite the circumstances, with a great structured hope as a big 
part of the solution. 
 
At the last Area committee meeting in December we approved a couple of house keeping motions, one of them related directly to 
the issue on the project of possible hybrid monthly area committee meetings by acquiring a wireless router. After the great work by 
the Area finance committee the 2022 CNCA budget was accepted. 
 
We continue thanks to the hybrid Ad Hoc committee discovering and seeking the best practices to maintain the tasks and work of 
our distributed area being inclusive through listening the conscience with ideas and projects in this continuous re-evolution, reveal- 
ing and taking this process that never ends since 1953 with the help of Group Representatives, District Coordinators and members 
of different committees in CNCA, what a great contribution can be obtained by sharing the feeling and the need expressed in a 
direction that trusting will lead us to the subsistence and mainly the guarantee of the safety of the AA message as a solution to our 
common need. 

 

After substantial discussion, the Area has postponed the resumption of in-person Area meetings until March 2022. During 
these two months, an ad hoc committee will be investigating hybrid opportunities so that we can ensure the Area can operate 
successfully when in-person meetings resume. We are optimistic that we can resume our in-person meetings in March, obviously 
depending on changing conditions. We also deeply appreciate your continued understanding, flexibility, patience, love, and tolerance 
as this situation evolves. For the most up-to-date information, you are encouraged to check the CNCA website at CNCA06.org. 
 

Thank you for expressing your feeling and love for Alcoholics Anonymous. 

Miguel H 
CNCA Chair 
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